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FACTORS AFFECTING THE GROWTH AND THE 
MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPER TIES 
OF BISMUTH SINGLE CRYSTALS* 
Robert E. Slonaker, Jr. 
and Morton Smutz 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this investigation was to study some of the factors 
affecting the growth and the mechanical and physical properties of 
bismuth single crystals. The rate of crystallization and sample purity 
were of primary interest as variables in the crystallization runs. Crys-
tal lattice orientation, crystal perfection and the testing conditions 
themselves were considered as variables in some of the studies of crys-
tal properties. Three grades of bismuth were used containing 99.99%, 
99. 999% and 99. 9999% bismuth respectively. 
Two types of crystals were grown using the Bridgman procedure 
and a "soft mold" technique. Shaped specimens for tensile testing had 
a gage length of approximately 1-1/2 in. and a diameter of approxi-
mately 5/16 in. for this reduced section. Tapered cylindrical specimens, 
with the diameter varying from 1/2 in. to 5/8 in. over a 3 in. length, 
were used for tests other than tensile tests. In both cases, the bismuth 
was first cast in an appropriate graphite mold and was solidified direc-
tionally from a 50 ° conical tip using a programmed cooling procedure. 
The shaped polycrystalline slug was then packed in the "soft mold" of 
alundum powder within a stainless steel crystallizing crucible, and the 
crystallizing run was executed. Also, a method was developed and is 
presented for growing single crystals of desired crystallographic orien-
tation again using the Bridgman method but with a single crystal seed. 
This procedure was used to grow the shaped tensile specimens with 
primary cleavage planes oriented either parallel to or perpendicular 
to the growth axis. 
Randomly oriented single crystals were successfully produced with 
crystallization rates of from 0. 00666 to 0. 030 in. /min. along the reduced 
section of the tensile specimens and to as high as 0. 193 in. /min. along 
the cylindrical specimens. It was apparently easier to grow single 
~< 
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crystals as the material purity increased. Also, within these limits 
the critical resolved shear stress was greater and the resistivity ratio 
was less for crystals grown with the faster crystallization rates. No 
apparent correlation existed between crystallization rate and the orien-
tation of the crystal lattice with the direction of crystal growth. 
Resistivity ratios between 300 °K. and 4. 2 °K. for the cylindrical 
single crystals averaged 24. 4, 191 and 298 for the 4-9's, 5-9 1 s and 
6-9's bismuth respectively. The 300 °K. resistivities were essential 
ly the same for the three grades of bismuth studied with the 4. 2 °K. 
resistivities reflecting the effects of impurities or imperfections. Addi-
tion of alloying elements up to a maximum of 1. Oo/o caused both low-
and high-temperature resistivities to increase, the former more rapidly 
than the latter. 
The behavior of the single crystals during tensile testing was de-
pendent on the angle between the primary cleavage plane and the direc-
tion of load application. If the angle between the normal to this plane 
and the load direction was less than 70 °, the crystal behaved in a 
ductile manner and slip was predominant; if the angle was greater than 
70 °, brittle behavior and twinning were predominant. The critical re-
solved shear stresses and critical resolved twinning stresses calculated 
were reasonably consistent and were sensitive to both strain rate and 
crystal purity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The growing of single crystals has taken on new signifi-
cance as a result of current and proposed needs of research 
groups and industry. Metallurgists and physicists have been 
intensifying their investigations into the properties of 
materials that exist in the crystalline form at normal atmos-
pheric temperatures and pressures. Many of these studies have 
involved the use of single crystals; the materials most 
frequently considered have been the metals. The present 
commercial applications of semiconductors a.re a. result of 
earlier solid state research. 
One forecast (14) concerning the types of engineering 
materials to be found in the future includes brittle single 
crysta.ls composed of intersti tie.l compounds of tra.nsi tion 
meta.ls or covalent compounds of light elements. The strength. 
estima.ted for these me.teria.ls is in the million:psi re.nge, or 
roughly ten times tha.t of present steels. A la.C·k of plastic 
flow in these materials is expected to present difficult but 
not insurmountable design problems. The interesting feature 
of the article is that single crystals are spoken of as having 
practical engineering applications other than as research 
specimens or electronic components. 
In recent years, significant advances have been made in 
the development of methods for obtaining ultra-high-purity 
mete.ls. The ava.ila.bili ty of these ma.t eria.ls, along with 
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reasonably dependable techniques for growing single crystals, 
has permitted further investigation into the true nature of 
meta.llic solids. Certainly, the higher the meta.l purity a.nd 
the more perfect the single crystal, the closer the investi-
gator comes to working with the basic unit of the usual poly-
crystalline solid. Also, the impurity content of semiconduc-
tors ha.s been decrea.sed to a. point where the beha.vior of these 
materials in practice has become even more predictable. 
Single crystals used for research purposes often need to 
be as physically perfect as possible and should be of a 
convenient size and shape. The choice of method for growing 
the crystal will depend mainly upon the physical properties of 
the compound or element involve~ but also upon the subsequent 
trea.tment or use for which the crystal is intended; a.nd, of 
course, for a. commercia.l opera.tion, the choice would be the 
optimum process economically. It would be ideal to have a 
constant inter-relationship between the possible variables in 
a given process and the perfection of the resultant single 
crystals. However, since conditions necessarily change with 
the type of crystals being grown it is usually true that no 
simple correlations exist tha.t will hold for a.ll ma.teria.ls; 
and techniques must be modified, to some extent at least, with 
a change in the material. It is with these crystal growing 
processes, therefore, tha.t some study is necessary to determine 
their capabilities and their limitations and in every case to 
a.ttempt to make crystal growing more of a. science. 
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In this investigation, single crystals of bismuth were 
grown under various sets of conditions, and several charac-
teristics of these crystals were then determined. Bismuth was 
chosen as the material to be investigated because of interest 
developed during some preliminary studies with this material. 
Also, bismuth has a relatively low melting point, is not too 
reactive chemically, and possesses the interesting feature of 
undergoing expansion during solidification. 
The Bridgman technique was chosen as the crystallization 
method because of its ready applicability to producing single 
crystals of low-melting ma.teria.ls. Also, sha.ped sa.mples were 
desired for tensile tests on some of the single crystals, and 
it was felt that the Bridgman technique provided the best 
means of obtaining such crystals directly. 
The purpose of the investigation was to study the factors 
affecting the growth of bismuth single crystals by the 
Bridgman method as well as to a.scerta.in some of the va.ria.bles 
influencing the methanical and physical properties of these 
crystals. 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
Growth of Single Crystals 
Genera.l theory 
Lawson and Nielsen (23) provided a brief but excellent 
survey of current crystal growing techniques including descrip-
tions of typical apparatus required in each instance. The 
authors classified these methods under (a) growth from the 
melt, (b) growth from the vapor, (c) growth from supersatu-
ra.ted solutions, (d) growth by electrodeposi tion, (e) growth 
by therma.l diffusion a.nd (f) growth by "other methods," such 
a.s Verneuil 1 s flame fu.sion method. Da.vis a.nd Ba.ttea.u (10), in 
their paper concerned with the growth of metal single crystals, 
spoke a.lso of a. stra.in a.nnea.l technique in the solid sta.te 
which could be considered a.s a type of therma.l diffusion 
process. For the purpose of this study, the methods of growth 
from the melt will be empha.sized since most of the common 
techniques for gro~ing pure meta.ls a.nd compounds fa.ll into 
this ca.tegory. 
In pure meta.ls or compounds, with little or no impurity 
present, the la.tent hea.t of solidification opposes forma.tion 
of a nucleus unless the heat can be taken up by a foreign 
pa.rticle, by the we.lls of the crucible, or through super-
cooling. Holloma.n a.nd Turnbull ( 17) ha.ve shown that the 
amount of supercooling is inversely related to the volume of 
the melt. Also, the melt apparently acts like a supersatu-
rated solution. That is, during supercooling, any disturb-
ance, such as vibration of the melt or the addition of an 
impurity or other seed, ca.n initia.te solidifica.tion. 
Buckley (5) discussed several additional natural 
phenomena encountered in any attempt to grow a. single crystal 
directly from a melt with no seed crystal present initially. 
Included among these were the effects of the cooling rate 
during solidification and the factors affecting the lattice 
orientation of the resulting crystal. 
As the melt cools to its freezing point and below, nuclei 
of the solid phase eventually form, and growth takes place on 
each nucleus individually. If the melt has been cooled 
rapidly, a relatively large number of nuclei form; a slower 
rate of cooling yields fewer nuclei. In the case of a 
freezing metal, these growing, solid particles are individual 
crystals, all with the same crystal structure but each 
oriented completely a.t ra.ndom with respect to neighboring 
crystals in the remaining melt. 
If a. single crysta.l seed of the compound or metal were 
placed in contact with the surface of the melt and a proper 
tempera.ture gradient esta.blished, solidification of the melt 
could be ma.de to be influenced by the crysta.l structure of the 
seed and its lattice orientation. Czochralski (9) was one of 
the originators of the "crystal pulling" technique which uses 
these principles and which ha.s been used to produce single 
crystals of many materials. Zone melting techniques, as 
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developed originally by Pfe.nn ( 33), he.ve e.lso been used for 
growing large single crystals from a single crystal seed. 
The Bridgm.a.n technique 
If the liquid-solid transformation described above is 
considered in the light of e.n s.ttempt to grow, e. single cryste.l 
directly from the melt, it ce.n be seen ths.t one nucleus must 
be formed s.nd encoura.ged to the exclusion of e.ll other 
possible nuclei. Te.mme.nn (41) combined e. slow cooling re.te 
e.nd e. cryste.lli zing tube, which we.s te.pered down to ce.pille.ry 
size a.t the lower end, in a.n e.ttempt to minimize the number 
of seed nuclei formed at the tip. Then, since heat was being 
extre.cted through the tip a.nd since crystal growth is a.niso-
tropic, nuclei with the proper orientation grew most rapidly 
and tended to dominate the solidification of the melt. If a 
single crystal emerged upward from the capillary and the 
cooling rate were carefully controlled, a large single crystal 
could be obtained. Obreimov and Schubnikov (30) carried out a 
similar, classical work. 
The Bridgme.n method (4) actually used the sa.me genere.l 
principles follgwed by Te.mmann e.nd by Obreimov e.nd Schubnikov. 
However, cooling we.s accomplished by lowering the cryste.l-
lizing crucible or tube from the furne.ce where melting 
occurred into cooler surroundings. In the classical Bridgman 
method as in more recent variations, crystallization begins at 
the tip of the crystallizing tube or crucible. A single 
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crystal seed is chosen either by so-ca.lled "na.tura.l selection, 11 
if a conical crucible tip is used, or through the action of a 
constriction or a capillary at the tip. Heat should be 
removed through the bottom of the crystal with apparatus 
design and lowering ra.te such that the minimum amount of 
cooling occurs from the sides of the crucible. 
The Bridgman principle has been used by Kapitza (20) to 
grow single crystals of low melting point materials such as 
bismuth,and by Quimby (34) to grow single crystals of high 
melting point materials such as nickel. In a modification of 
the basic Bridgman technique, Stockbarger (40) used two sepa-
rate furnaces with the temperature of one held above and the 
temperature of the other held below the melting point of the 
material being crystallized. Stockbarger grew single crystals 
of calcium fluoride and lithium fluoride. The Bridgman unit 
and the Stockbarger unit a.re shown schematically in Figure l. 
Noggle (29) has described a method for growing shaped 
single crystals of aluminum in a "soft mold" of alumina 
contained in a vacuum retort. In this technique a polycrystal-
line specimen, machined to shape, was placed in a crucible, 
imbedded in alumina, and then melted and recrystallized as a 
single crystal using the Bridgman technique. Sosin and 
Koehler ( 39 ), in extending this procedure, cast potential 
probes into place in shaped aluminum tensile test specimens 
and found the resulting single crystals satisfactory for 
determining an electrical resistivity tensor for aluminum. As 
t 
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a. pa.rt of this thesis, simila.r work wa.s done with bismuth. 
Portions of this data have already been pu~lished (36). 
A version of the Bridgman method ha.s been used by 
Olson (31 ) to grow single crystals of zinc, lead, tin and 
silver chloride and by Long (25) to grow single crystals of 
bismuth. The la.tter investigator a.lso used a "soft mold" of 
a.lundum powder such a.s previously described to minimize the 
effect of the expansion of bismuth during solidification. In 
a. simila.r but la.rger unit than that used in the la.tter two 
studies it was shown that large single crystals of zinc, 
2-1/4 in. in dia.meter by 7-1/4 in. in length, could be grown 
in graphite crucibles by this method; and that, by using the 
sa.me operating condi tiona, it was possible to grow seven 
single crysta.ls of zinc, 3/8 in. in dia.meter by 7-3/8 in. in 
length, simul ta.neously ( 37). 
Buckley (5) and Lawson and Nielsen (23) offer other illus-
tra.tions of the use of the Bridgman method. The Bridgman-type 
units ea.n be adapted for use with a. va.cuum or with controlled 
atmospheres. Some modifica.tions have involved horizonta.l 
arra.ngements ( 7) • The main, general adva.ntage of the method 
is the ability to grow specimens of any reasonable shape and 
dimension. A significant disadvantage is the fact that gener-
ally the crucible or containing element is opaque, and no 
visual control of the process ~s possible. 
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Characteristics of Single Crystals 
Single crystals versus polycrystalline materials 
The mechanical properties of many metals and alloys have 
been reported in the literature. Shear and tension moduli, 
tensile a.nd yield strength da.ta. a.ll become a.va.ila.ble a.lmost a.s 
soon as an alloy is put on the market. However, few engineers 
realize that such information consists of approximations, and 
tha.t the true properties ca.n . be found only by studying single 
crystals of the material. 
It is ree.sona.ble to a.ssume tha.t the properties of the 
aggregate are some function of the properties of the individual 
crysta.ls ma.king up the a.ggrege.te. However, Sinnott ( 35) 
reminded us that the function relating the two evidently is 
not a. simple one since the mecha.nica.l properties of single 
crystals are different from those for the aggregate of the 
sa.me materia.l by severa.l orders of ma.gnitude. The difference 
in physical properties, such as electrical and magnetic 
properties, is not as pronounced since these properties are 
not so structure-sensitive. However, both the mechanical and 
the physical properties are affected at least to some extent 
by the perfection of the crystal or crystals involved. 
Imperfections in crystals 
The usual object in growing single crystals is to grow as 
perfect a representation of the atomic arrangement of a given 
solid as is possible. Whether the crystal is for research 
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purposes or for commercie.l use, e.s, for example, a.n electronic 
component, a. perfect crysta.l is most desira.ble. However, 
because of the large probability that defects will occur, the 
producer should be prepar~d to define in some way the relative 
perfection of his product. 
Ja.swon referred in survey form to the imperfections in 
"nearly perfect" c rysta.ls ( 19) . The imperfections mentioned 
included dislocations, stacking faults, and point defects. 
This was a general classification and perhaps includes the 
defects most importa.nt in single crystal studies. However, 
the investigator should not (and frequently cannot) neglect 
the presence of phonons, or lattice vibrations, and of 
surfaces. In the case of single crystals, the latter include 
only the crystal surface and any subgrain boundaries that 
might develop within the growing crystal. 
Dislocations Dislocations serve as a means of helping 
to explain plastic deformation in crystalline materials. The 
dislocation theory is primarily one of lattice defects, and 
seems applicable to most phenomena noticed in metals. 
Two types of dislocations have been recognized: edge and 
screw. The edge disloca.tions a.ppear when a. plane of atoms is 
removed or displaced in a lattice. A screw dislocation can be 
defined when a crystal is made up not of parallel planes of 
atoms, one above the other, but of a continuous plane in the 
form of a helicoid (35). Figure 2 illustrates the difference 
between these two phenomena. If the cube in Figure 2(a) is cut 
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on a. plane LL' MM' a.nd if the rema.inder of the pla.ne between 
KK' and LL' is rigidly fixed, a movement of the block above 
LL'MM' ca.n be ms.de s.n integrs.l number of interatomic dista.nces 
parallel to LM a.nd 1 1M' in such a. ma.nner tha.t the atoms in 
plane ABCD will appear as in Figure 2(b) after the distortion 
has been distributed evenly on both sides of LL'. This is an 
edge disloca.tion a.s compared with a. screw disloca.tion which is 
formed by movement of the crystal sections above and below the 
cut in a. direction pe.rsllel to LL' a.nd MM'. The la.tter defect 
is shown in Figure 2(c). 
The origins of dislocations are perhaps not definitely 
known. Bennett e.nd Se.wyer ( 1), in their pe.per on the produc-
tion of single crystals of germanium by zone leveling, specu-
la.ted tha.t disloca.tions ma.y be produced, in germanium e.t 
least, by three mechanisms: propagation from the seed into 
the new lattice as it grows, the result of possible growth 
faults, and the plastic deformation of the solid crystal. 
These three influences may be minimized, respectively, by 
using the best available seed, by using slow growth rates, and 
by minimizing stresses on the crystal. The influence of 
plastic deformation of the crystal was thought to be the most 
importa.nt. Kurtz, Kulin a.nd Averba.ch (22) confirmed the 
influence of growth ra.te on the chs.ra.cteristics of germanium 
single crystals. These authors stated that above a growth 
ra.te of 0.15 in./min. the disloca.tion density increa.ses 
rapidly and va.ries with _growth direction. They felt tha.t high 
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growth rs.t es either prevent the segrega.tion of impurity a. toms 
at dislocations or lead to extensive dislocation clustering. 
The effect of dislocations on strength properties is 
interesting. The crystal will be extremely strong if no dislo-
cs.tions exist within it (witness single crysts.l whiskers with 
strengths approaching the theoretical strength for the 
msteris.l). If one dislocs.tion is introduced, the ms.teris.l 
loses much of its strength. As more dislocations are intro-
duced, the material will grow still weaker until the dislo-
cs.tion content incres.ses to a. point where mutua.l inters.ction 
of the dislocations causes the strength to increase again. 
Stacking faults Stacking faults are defined as being 
devia.tions from the norma.l sta.cking sequence of s.toms s.s 
found in crystals. Specifically, referring to Figure 3, the 
A layer of spheres represents a close-packed layer of atoms. 
The next layer packed on top could be located at either the 
B or C positions. A third layer of spheres laid on top could 
then be placed at either the A or C or the A or B positions 
respectively. The ABCABC packing sequence is to be found in 
the face-centered cubic crysts.ls; the ABABAB sequence repre-
sents the packing found in the close-packed hexagonal lattice. 
Any irregularity in packing in either sequence becomes a 
stacking fault; and these faults are closely related to the 
dislocations in a crystal. 
Point defects Point defects include impurity a.toms on 
lattice sites, va.ca.nt la.ttice sites, interstitia.l a.toms, or a. 
Figure 3. 
15 
Spheres packed in a close-packed 
e.rrey 
(letters denote possible sites for 
sphere centers) 
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combination of the latter two conditions called a Frenkel 
defect. Figure 4 illustrates the Frenkel defect and the 
Schottky defect, the latter consisting only of vacancies. 
In e pure metal crystal, vacancies become the most 
effective type of point defect. Jaswon (19) related the 
equilibrium concentra.tion of ve.ce.ncies to temperature by the 
relationship: 
Co( e -W/kT 
where: C = fraction of ve.ce.nt sites 
e.t equilibrium 
W = energy required to move atom 
from interior of crystal to 
the bounde.ry 
k = Boltzmann constant 
T = e.bsolute temperature 
The author reported a value of W equal to about one electron 
volt for copper, a. va.lue sufficiently 16w to cause a va.ce.ncy 
-6 concentra.tion of 10 e.t room temperature. In genere.l, these 
considerations apply to dislocations also, but the activation 
energy is so high that no dislocation is formed as a result of 
thermal energy requirements. Conversely, therefore, a 
dislocation is thermally stable and will persist indefinitely, 
unless it is cancelled by other dislocations or by condensation 
of point defects, or unless it is removed by exit a.t e. free 
surfe.c e. 
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Mechanical properties 
Mechanical or strength properties are known to be 
structure-sensitive. During appropriate tests with single 
cryste.ls it soon becomes e.ppe.rent not only the.t no simple 
theory of elasticity would apply to all types of crystals but 
also that their behavior during plastic deformation differs 
me.rkedly from the.t of e. polycrysts.lline s.ggrege.te of the se.me 
material. Two main factors are exerting their influence in 
these instances: the differences in bond strengths between 
the different ms.teris.ls e.nd the inherent anisotropy in 
properties exhibited by single cryste.ls. 
Deforms.tion meche.nisms When e. cryste.l is undergoing 
deforme.tion, there s.re severs.l we.ys ths.t it me.y yield to 
lessen the e.pplied stress. The deforma.tion mecha.nisms include 
slip e.nd twinning, which hs.ve been theorized e.s the low tem-
perature processes, a.nd creep, which is importa.nt a.t high 
tempere.tures. 
Slip and twinning, the pertinent mechanisms here, are 
illustra.ted for a. simple le.ttice in Figure 5. Figure 5 (a.) 
represents a. la.ttice e.fter a. given a.mount of slip he.s been 
completed, f!Jr the planes of e.t·oms e.bove a.nd below the slip 
ple.ne e.re in a.lignment. The existence of this s.lignment of 
planes after slip has occurred led originally to a theory that 
blocks of atoms were sliding over one another along the slip 
plane. However, in more recent developments based on dislo-
cation theory, it has been recognized that it is dislocation 
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movement which causes the net movement of pla.nes a.nd hence 
deforma.tion. For exa.mple, considering · Figure 2, if the pla.ne 
of atoms vertically upward from AA' were held rigid and the 
dislocation were permitted to move to the left, it would 
disappear as it passed through DD 1 KK' but there would be a 
half-plane of atoms a distance of one interatomic spacing to 
the left of DD 1KK'. Figure 2(b) would then be simila.r to 
Figure 5(a) except that the slip distance is two interatomic 
distances in the latter case. 
The disloca.tion movement a.nd then deformation by slip is 
caused by the action of shear stresses on the slip plane. 
These stresses must be large to produce new dislocations but 
need not be as great if some dislocations are already present 
as lines of weakness in the crystal. Consequently, the more 
perfect or dislocation-free the crystal, the stronger the 
crystal is. 
Twinning differs from slip in that a new configuration 
of atoms is generated. Actually, as shown in Figure 5(b), the 
twinned region is a mirror image of the untwinned portion of 
the lattice on the other side of a so-called twinning plane. 
The twins may appear as a result of heat treatment (annealing 
twins) or of mechanical deformation (mechanical twins). In 
either case, the maximum extent of the crystal deformation if 
by twinning alone would be only several percent; therefore, 
the statement is usually made that plastic deformation takes 
place by some combination of slip and twinning. Also, the 
.. 
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a.pplica.tion of disloca.tion theory to twinning ha.s not 
progressed to any great extent up to this time. 
Effect of orientation Since crystals are not iso-
tropic, the load required to cause deformation varies 
dependent upon the orientation of the slip plane with respect 
to the direction of load application. This threshold value of 
the shear stress for the plane is called the critical shear 
stress. 
Resolution of the critical shear stress into a more 
meaningful va.lue ca.n be accomplished by using, for exa.mple, 
the cylindrical system shown in Figure 6. The stress is first 
corrected for the area of the slip plane based on the angle 
this slip plane makes with the cross section of the cylinder 
( equi va.lent to angle B in Figure 6) yielding a. stress of 
( F /A) cos (9' • Then, since c erta.in slip directions a.re fa.vored, 
the stress is further resolved into a. component in the direc-
tion of slip by using the angle of slip or twinning described 
by A. . The critica.l resolved shea.r stress becomes 
(F /A) cos e cos A . This va.lue, being a. resolved stress' 
is cha.ra.cteristic of the meta.l a.nd the temperature. 
Slip occurs most rea.dily on the pla.nes which ha.ve the 
densest packing of atom~ although there will be a critical 
shear stress for each type of plane in the crystal. Generally, 
however, competition a.mong the pla.nes for the slip motion does 
not become significant except a.t high temperatures. 
Blewitt, Coltma.n a.nd Redma.n (3) ha.ve recently studied low 
. ).. 
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Figure 6. Significant angles in deformation of 
a single crystal 
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temperature tensile deforma.tion of copper single crysta.ls s.nd 
have found that the deformation of these crystals proceeds by 
three mechanisms: ordinary glide at low flow stresses, 
discontinuous slip s.t · intermedis.te flow stresses, s.nd twinning 
a.t high flow stresses for certs.in sa.mple orients.tions. The 
discontinuous slip process was not noted at liquid nitrogen 
tempers.ture or s.bove; the mecha.nics.l twinning, unusus.l in fs.ce-
centered cubic mets.ls, wa.s found a.t liquid nitrogen tempers.ture 
only when the tensile orients.tion ws.s nes.r the I}.1:ij 
direction. Essentially, these papers point out the interde-
pendency bf cri tica.l stress, orients.tion s.nd tempers.ture, 
while the la.tter paper illustra.tes a. si tua.tion where mechs.nism 
cha.nges with tempers.ture. 
Effects of other variables The mechanical properties 
of single crysts.ls s.re s.lso sensitive to composition or 
impurity content s.s well s.s to the ws.y in which they s.re 
handled and tested. 
Atoms of s.n a.lloying element or impurity, when dissolved 
in the base metal, act as point defects in the lattice of the 
solvent. Solid solution hardening is produced in this case, 
and a greater effect on mechanical properties is realized than 
if the foreign atoms did not dissolve. Flinn (12) discussed 
the possible strengthening mechanisms acting here. All of the 
proposed explanations of the strengthening were involved with 
the action of dislocations as they passed through the section 
of the la.ttice which hs.d been distorted by the presence of the 
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solute e.tom. 
Thorough investigation of the influence of solute content 
on the meche.nice.l properties of e. cryste.l is complies ted by 
the inability to obtain sufficiently accurate analyses of the 
cryste.l a.t the very low impurity contents involved with the 
high-purity meta.ls currently e.va.ile.ble. Smith a.nd Hendrickson 
(38) suggested that studies on ultra-high-purity metals should 
provide a better understanding of the mechanical properties of 
engineering me.terie.ls. They commented, too, on the la.ck of 
consistent and standard analytical techniques for these 
composition ra.nges. The pertinent results from those 
collected in their review article, for both single crystals 
a.nd polycrysta.lline aggregates, substa.ntia.te the cla.im tha.t 
tra.ce impurities a.re quite important in determining the 
strength and ductility of the material. 
Ma.chlin ( 26) sum.me.rized current idee.s on the sensi ti vi ty 
of the strength properties to the characteristics of the 
crystal surface. From his discussion it is apparent that some 
attempt should be me.de to he.ve control over the ste.te of the 
surface e.nd the environment of the surface during mecha.nica.l 
testing of single crystals. No general statements can be made 
for there could be either strengthening or weakening effects 
depending on the system. 
The influence of strain rate on the results of tensile 
tests was discussed briefly by Malvern (27) in his survey 
stu.dy on single crystal . pla.st.ic.i ty. In this .paper it wa.s 
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shown tha.t the stress-stra.in curve for a. ma.teria.l loa.ded a.t a. 
high stra.in ra.te lies a.bove the curve for the same ma.teria.l 
loaded at a low strain rate. This effect was said to be very 
pronounced for metals · such a.s ca.dmium, zinc a.nd bismuth which 
tend to undergo recovery a.t room temperature. 
Specification of crystal purity a.nd perfection 
The mechanical properties are, of course, some measure of 
the degree of perfection of a crystal. We have already spoken 
of the relationship between strength and dislocation concen-
tra.tion, for example. However, the eva.luation procedures most 
frequently used are based upon physical properties of the 
crystal or the reaction of the crystal or specific planes of 
the crystal to a chemical etch. 
According to Matthiessen 1 s rule, the resistivity of 
reasonably pure metal is the sum of three contributing factors: 
resistivity due to scattering of conduction electrons by 
lattice vibrations and phonons (the thermal effect), resis-
tivity due to physical defects or imperfections, and resis ~ 
tivity due to effect of chemical impurities in the metal. 
Kunzler and Wernick (21), using the assumptions tha.t the 
scattering effect is negligible a.t liquid helium tempera.ture 
and that the contribution due to physical defects would be 
negligible, have suggested that the resistivity at liquid 
helium temperature is essentially equal to the contribution 
from the impurities for a. zone-refined ingot. These investi-
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gators suggested the use of a resistivity ratio, i.e. the 
ra.tio of resistivities between liquid helium tempera.ture a.nd 
0°C. in their case, as a means of avoiding calculation of a 
shape factor. They used the latter technique to determine 
impurity distribution along the zone-refined ingot. In their 
work, obviously, the resistivity ratio would increase as the 
purity decreased; the resistivity ratio most frequently used 
is the ra.tio, Q.300°K./ Q4.2°K. 
Va.n Bueren (44) discussed the use of resistivity da.ta. in 
a.n a.ttempt to determine the rela.ti ve a.mounts of impurities a.nd 
imperfections by separa.ting the influences of these types of 
la.ttice imperfections. 11 The a.uthor suggested tha.t mea.surements 
must be used in combustion on quenched, irradiated and cold-worked 
metals, and on metals treated in more than one of these ways. 11 
Further, relevant data could then be obtained 
by observing the decrease in resistivity during annealing as 
defects diffuse out of material or to sinks. 
The resistivity and, more particularly now, the 
resistivity ratio, with the latter defined usually between 
room temperature a.nd liquid helium temperature, ha.ve become 
established as acceptable means of designating relative 
sa.mple purity a.nd, to some extent, sample perfection. More 
quantitative estimates of the number of dislocations present 
in a. crysta.l ha.ve been ma.de, when nee essary, using etch pit 
density methods. 
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Bismuth 
Bismuth is a. Group V element, a.tomic number 83, a.tomic 
weight 209, and melting point 271°C. Bi~muth crystallizes in 
a. rhombohedra.l la.ttice in the form of two interpenetra.ting 
face-centered rhombohedral cells. Wells (45) considered the 
structure a.s one in which the ( 111) planes were essentia.lly 
layers wherein each atom would have three close neighbor atoms 
a.t 3.10 Angstroms a.nd three less close neighbors a.t 3.4 7 
Angstroms. 
Single crysta.ls of bismuth ha.ve been grown by severa.l 
' 
investiga.tors. For exa.mpl~, a.s previously mentioned, Kepi t za 
(20) a.nd Long (25) have used the Bridgma.n method, a.nd Pa.ckma.n 
( 32) pulled crystals of bismuth under a. pressure less tha.n 
0.02 mm. Hg. The la.tter investigator noted tha.t the crystals 
apparently grew preferentially in a direction perpendicular to 
the < 111 > a.xis. To be considered in the growth of bismuth 
single crystals a.re the fa.cts tha.t bismuth experiences 
volumetric expansion of approxima.tely 3. 32% on freezing a.nd 
tha.t the therma.l conductivity of the liquid is a.pproxima.tely 
two and one-half times that of the solid. 
The strength properties of bismuth have been investigated 
to some extent. Georgieff a.nd Schmid ( 13) studied bismuth 
single crystals in tension and reported that elongation took 
place by slippa.ge a.long a. ( 111) pla.ne in the [1olj direction. 
They do not mention twinning a.s a. deforma.tion na.echa.nism for 
bismuth. Gough ( 15) he.s reported tha.t investiga.tion of 
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bismuth fs.iled to reves.l s.ny evidence of slip when deformed s.t 
room tempers.ture in tension, for s.ll deforms.tion wa.a by the 
process of twinning. Gough ws.s s.ble to cs.uae slip by 
elevs.ting the tempers.ture. Hs.ll ( 16) reports twin components 
for the rhombohedral elements arsenic, antimony, and bismuth 
for a (011) twinning plane. 
Some of the earlier investigators working with the 
electrics.l properties of bismuth reported the.t sme.ll tre.ces of 
tin e.nd possibly lee.d me.de the tempere.ture coefficient of 
electrice.l resiste.nce e.pproxime.tely zero e.t room tempere.ture 
and negative at low temperature. This is a distinguishing 
feature of semiconductors, and probably explains the flurry 
of interest in bismuth in the 1930's. Thomas and Evans (42) 
determined some of the physics.l conste.nts of lee.d-bismuth 
alloys. Some of the variables determined for the alloy series 
include the resistivity e.t 0°C., the tempere.ture coefficient 
of resistance, and the thermo-electric power. The most 
interesting variations in these properties occurred in the 
region of low lee.d content (less the.n 4% by weight of lead) 
where curves of the property versus the weight percent bismuth 
ha.ve a. well-defined ma.ximum or minimum, depending on the 
property. The property would then change rapidly to the 
va.lues for bismuth a.s the amount of lea.d is decrea.sed. 
Thompson (43) in his study of the electrica.l resista.nce 
of bismuth a.lloys, used single cryste.ls for "consistent a.nd 
interprete.ble results". The crysta.la were grown from a. se~d 
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in a. va.cuum. The a.uthor found the ma.ximum in the resistivity 
versus composition currve, just a.s Thoma.s a.nd Eva.ns ha.d before 
him. Since he wa.s working with single crysta.ls, Thompson used 
the Voigt-Thomsen la.w which considers crysta.l orienta.tion in 
order to calculate the resistivities, 
where Q.ll a.nd ~ a.re resistivities parallel to a.nd perpen-
dicula.r to the principa.l a.xis, and ~II = 138 x 10-6 ohm em., 
~= 109 x lo-6 ohm em. for the 99.997% bismuth used. The 
testing temperature wa.s 20°C. 
Several investigators have reported values of resistivity 
ratios for bismuth of differing histories. From the text by 
Newkirk and Wernick (28), for Cerro de Pasco ingots of 
99.998 - 99.999% bismuth, values of were 
reported as follows: initial value, 61; after 20 passes in 
zone refining, 673. Also, a value of e300°K./ Ql.5°K. of 
1180 was reported. Wernick (46) reported another value of a 
resistance ra.tio, R273°K./R4.2°K., equ13l to 600 for zone 
refined bismuth. Lerner (24) obtained ratios of 
Q. 300°K./ Q4.2°K. equal to from 120 to 200 by zone refining. 
Mete.l e.na.lyses 
Bismuth 
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MATERIALS AND APPARATUS 
Me.teria.ls 
Three grades of bismuth were used with 
composi tiona e.s shown in Te.ble l. 
Tin Ane.lysis of the tin used revea.led a. composition 
of 0.001% arsenic, 0.003% copper, 0.003% iron, 0.001% zinc, 
with the remainder tin. 
Lead The lead used was nominal 4-9's grade. 
Appe.re.tus 
Cryste.l growing illlll 
The be. sic Bridgme.n-type crystal growing unit used in this 
investiga.tion ha.s been completely described, except for modifi-
cations in accessories, in the report by Olson (31). A 
dimensional drawing of the crystallizer is shown in Figure 7, 
and Figure 8 is a photograph of the crystallizer plus 
accessories. 
In this version of the Bridgma.n technique, there were 
two separately-regulated furnaces and facilitie~ for lowering 
a. sa.mple, conta.ined in a. sta.inless steel crysta.llizing 
crucible holder, through the furns.ces e.t e. controlled re.te. 
The crucible holder was cylindrical with removable caps at the 
ends. The lower end cap was fitted with a heat sink attached 
by a threaded shaft through a hole in the steel cap to a 
pedestal inside the cap. The heat sink, shaft and pedestal 
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Ta.ble 1. Analysis of bismuth 
Gra.de 
Element 
Ag T FT 0.1 ppm 
Al T 
Ca 0.1 ppm 
Cu T FT-T 0.1 ppm 
Fe FT FT 
Mg T FT 0.1 ppm 
Ni T 
Pb T 0.2 ppm 
Si T FT 0.1 ppm 
% Bi (Nominal) 99.99 99.999 99.9999 
8 Analyzed by Spectrographic Group, Ames Laboratory. 
bAnalysis by vendor (Cominco Products, Spokane, 
Washington). 
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were all of graphite and provided for rapid heat removal from 
the sa.mple through the sa.mple tip, which rested on the top of 
the pedesta.l, down into the hea.t sink a.s this assembly we.s 
lowered into the cool~r region of the crystallizer furnaces. 
A 22-gauge chromel wire attached to the top cap of the 
c rucible holder was used to suspend the holder from the chain 
of the lowering mecha.nisms. A sufficient number of holes wa.s 
pr ovided in the top of the holder so that thermocouples might 
be inserted for tempera.ture mee.surement a.t points a.long the 
l ength of the sample within the holder. Temperatures were 
r ecorded using Sargent recorders, Model MR and Model SR. 
The crystallizing crucible holder is shown schematically 
i n Figure 9. This se.me holder we.s used for a.ll runs except 
those in which either a.n extremely fa.st ra.te of crysta.lliza.-
tion was being sought or a seed crystal was being used to 
produce an oriented single crystal product. The special heat 
sink arrangements for the latter runs are shown in Figure lO(a) 
and lO(b) respectively. 
Casting equipment 
The furnaces used for the initial casting of all speci-
mens, both cylindrical and shaped tensile types, were regular, 
vertical, resistance wire wound~ alundum tube furnaces 
1.5 in. I.D. by 9 in. in length. Each tube carried two 
identica.l sets of resista.nce windings which permitted control-
ling the top and bottom halves of the furnaces by the use of 
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Figure 9. Crystallizing crucible unit 
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separate powerstats. 
The molds used for casting the regular bismuth specimens 
were simple cylindrica.l gre.phi te molds wherein the ca.vi ty 
dimensions varied from a 1/2 in. diameter just above the 50° 
conical tip to a. 5/8 in. dia.meter a.t a. point 3 in. higher 
within the mold. 
Figure 11 shows the type of split mold used to cast the 
shaped tensile specimens. Again, a 50° conical tip was used. 
The importa.nt dimensions for these specimens were a. gage 
length of approximately 1-1/2 in. and a diameter for the 
reduced section of approximately 5/16 in. 
Equipment for testing of crystals 
Tensile tests A standard Riehle testing machine was 
used. The loading capacity of the machine was 10,000 pounds. 
The range of possible rates of crosshead movement ranged from 
0.002 to 2.0 in./min. 
Resistivity ratios A Keithley No. 149 Millimicrovolt-
meter, a standard 6-volt wet cell and a transistorized current 
control were used to determine the potential drop along a part 
of the sa.mple length when a. definite current wa.s pa.ssed 
through the sa.mple a.s a part of the circuit. From the 
potential drop at the given current, a resistance was calcu-
la.ted which was characteristic of the given sa.mple a.t the test 
temperature. These determina.tions were performed by 
Dr. Douglas Finnemore and Mr. Jerome Ostenson from the 
Figure 11. 
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Split mold for casting tensile 
specimens 
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Depa.rtment of Physics, Iowa State University. 
Miscellaneous analyses X-ray diffraction and 
spectrographic analyses were run using appropriate facilities 
by the respective grotips at the Ames Laboratory. Messrs. 
Donald M. Bailey and Donald Anderson performed the x-ray 
ana.lyses. Mr. Edward DeKa.lb performed the spectrographic 
ana.lyses. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Prepera.tion of Samples 
Two types of samples, e.s shown in Figure 12, were used in 
this study. The sa.me genera.l procedure wa.s used to prepa.re 
both sa.mple shapes for the crysta.llizing runs. Polycrysta.lline 
slugs were cast in a separate furnace and were then positioned 
in the crystallizing crucible holder. 
Melting a.nd ca.sting 
The amount of bismuth required for each specimen varied 
from 90 to 100 grams depending upon whether a tensile specimen 
or a r~gular cylindrical specimen was being cast. The bismuth 
wa.s cut into sme.ll sections, cleaned with a. solution of 
50 percent by volume concentrated nitric acid in distilled 
water, rinsed with distilled water, and air dried. 
The appropriate mold wa.s centered vertically in the 
ca.sting furnace a.nd preheated to a. temperature a.pproxima.tely 
0 75 C. above the melting point of bismuth. The bismuth was 
melted in a Pyrex test tube over an open flame and then poured 
directly into the mold through a. sma.ll Pyrex funnel. A slow, 
progra.m.med cooling procedure we.s followed during which the 
lower furnace section wa.s a.lwa.ys ma.inta.ined a.t a. lower tempera-
ture than the top section. By this means directional solidi-
fication of the casting, from the bottom to the top, was 
realized; and sound castings, free of pipes and surface cracks, 
were consistently obtained. 
Figure 12. 
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ONE INCH. 
Typical bismuth sa.mples 
(left - regular sample: a.s ca.st a.nd 
single crysta.l; 
right - shaped tensile specimen: 
as cast and single crystal) 
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The polycrystelline slug resulting from the casting 
procedure was removed from the mold, cleaned with the nitric 
acid solution, inspected for surface defects, rid of rough 
projections, and re-cleaned in preparation for the crystal-
lizing run. 
Prepe.re.tion of the soft mold 
The crystallizing crucible unit was prepared by first 
e.tte.ching the ste.inless steel bottom ple.te e.nd the gre.phite 
stem and heat sink along with the associated asbestos washers. 
The thermocouple e.ssembly e.nd the bismuth specimen were then 
inserted through the open top of the barrel with the conical 
tip of the bismuth specimen positioned in a depression in the 
top of the graphite stem. Thermocouple junctions were 
located at the tip and at points 1-1/8 in. and 2-7/8 in. up 
from the tip. Brass wedges were used to hold the top of the 
specimen centered in the barrel and the specimen was held down 
vertice.lly by e. specie.l clamping device. 
Aluminum oxide powder (finer than 200 mesh) was poured 
into the crucible unit to form the soft mold around the speci-
men and was packed into place by action of a B.V.I. vibrator-
engraver upon the outside wall of the barrel. The arrangement 
is shown in Figure 13. The bra.ss wedges were removed e.t e. 
time when the specimen we.s securely pe.cked in ple.c e, a.nd the 
top cla.mp wa.s removed in time to parmi t the a.ddi tion of 
sufficient powder to bring the level approximately 1/2 in. 
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Figure 13. Packing arrangement for soft mold 
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a.bove the top of the bismuth specimen. 
Assembly of the crystallizing crucible unit was then 
completed by running the -thermocouple wires out through holes 
in the stainless steel cap and bolting the cap in place. The 
thermocouple wires were electrically insulated from the unit 
a.nd from ea.ch other by covering them with cera.mic tubes where 
they came through the cap and with Variglas flexible insula-
tion outside of the crucible unit. The crucible unit was then 
suspended using the chromel support wire from the stainless 
steel bea.d cha.in which wa.s a. pa.rt of the sa.mple lowering 
a.ssembly. 
For the runs in which oriented single crysta.ls were 
grown, the special bottom plate and heat sink shown in 
Figure 10 were used. The single crystal seed with the proper 
crystallographic orientation and with a size of approximately 
1/4 in. by 1/4 in. by 1 in. wa.s positioned on top of a. fourth 
thermocouple junction located on the inside bottom of the well 
in the gre.phi te hea.t sink. Aluminum oxide powder wa.s packed 
around the seed. At this time the bottom plate and heat sink 
were attached to the barrel of the crystallizing unit, and 
preparations continued as before. In these runs, the conical 
tip of the polycrystalline slug rest~d on top of the seed 
crystal in direct contact with it. 
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Growing of Single Crystals 
Standard procedure 
The procedure for growing e. crysta.l in the Bridgman unit 
consisted essentially of three steps: heating the sample 
above its melting point, holding the sample a.bove its melting 
point long enough to destroy any growth nuclei which might 
exist in the melt, a.nd then lowering the sample e.t e. predeter-
mined rate into the cooler region of the unit so that the 
nucleus could form and grow from the tip of the crucible to 
the top of the melt. 
In the usual runs for this investigation, the crystal-
lizing crucible unit was positioned during heat-up with the 
heat sink extending into the lower, cooler furnace to 
insure melting of the slug from the top down. 
Specifice.lly, the top of the unit we.s placed 2-3/4 in. down 
from the transite top of the furnace. Power to the furnaces 
we.s turned on e.nd the se.mple hee.ted until the tempera.ture a.t 
the top of the sample we.s e.pproxime.tely 310-320°C. At this 
point the crucible unit was raised completely into the top 
furne.ce. Heating we.s continued until the sa.mple tip 
reached e. temperature of e.pproximately 340°C. a.nd the 
sample top tempere.ture we.s no gree.ter the.n e.pproxime.tely 
430°C. The power to the furnaces was then reduced, and the 
system was stabilized at a point where specimen tip and top 
tempere.tures were e.pproxima.tely 300°C. a.nd 320°C. respectively. 
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Once steady-state conditions had been realized, the 
actual lowering of this crucible unit into the cooler furnace 
was started. The unit was lowered at a predetermined rate for 
a total distance of approximately 6 in. At this time all 
power to the furnaces end to the lowering assembly we.s shut 
off, a.nd the se.mple we.s cooled to near room tempere.ture in the 
furnace. Then, the crystallizing crucible unit was removed 
from the furnace and disconnected from the lowering mechanism. 
The top of the unit we.s opened, e.nd the sample we.s ce.refully 
removed from the unit by first slowly pouring out the 
e.luminum oxide powder. 
The bismuth specimen resulting from the crysta.llizing run 
wa.s then etched with the solution of 50 percent by volume 
concentrated nitric acid in distilled water, rinsed, and air 
dried. Visue.l inspection revee.led whether or not e. single 
crystal had been obtained. 
Procedure £..2.£. ,oriented single cryste.ls 
The procedure for growing the oriented single crystals 
we.s simile.r to tha.t for the regule.r samples except for the 
precautions te.ken to prevent the seed from melting completely 
along its length. Specifically, the well in the special heat 
sink shown in Figure lO(b) was designed to permit use of a 
seed with a long dimension vertically. Also, facilities were 
provided for air cooling of the lower end of the heat sink and 
thus one end of the seed. Since the seed could not be seen, 
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tempera.tures obta.ined from thermocouples a.t both the upper a.nd 
lower ends of the seed were used continuously to estimate the 
amount of the seed which wa.s molten. 
The crucible unit was again positioned during heat-up 
with the heat sink extending into the lower, cooler furnace. 
The unit was raised into the upper furnace after the top of 
the specimen had melted. The system was then brought to 
thermal equilibrium by the sa.me procedure a.s before, except 
that air was being continuously supplied from the laboratory 
a.ir lines through a. rota.meter to the a.ir cha.mber of the hea.t 
sink. Typica.l steady-state temperatures obta.ined a.t the lower 
tip of the seed, at the junction between the top of the seed 
and the tip of the slug, and at the lower and upper ends of 
the reduced (in diameter) section of the specimen were in the 
order of 225, 290, 380 and 400°C. respectively. 
The flow of air to the hea.t sink was gra.dua.lly reduced a.s 
the crucible unit was lowered into the cooler furnace, and 
outside cooling beca.me unnecessary. 
At the end of these runs, after the specimen had cooled 
to nea.r room temperature a.nd the crucible unit ha.d been 
removed from the furnace and disconnected from the lower ing 
mechanism, both the top and the bottom of the unit were 
opened. The crysta.l a.nd seed were then both removed, exa.mined 
to confirm contact, etched with the nitric acid solution, 
rinsed and air dried. A visual inspection of the specimen and 
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the seed reves.led whether or not these were single crysta.ls. 
Orientation of the (111) cleavage plane of the specimen 
relative to that for the seed was checked by actual cleaving 
of the samples s.t liqUid nitrogen tempera.ture. This la.tter 
exs.mins.tion ws.s a.ccomplished s.fter other tests on the 
specimen hs.d been completed. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A total of 73 crystallizing runs were made: 43 runs for 
the shaped tensile test specimens of bismuth a.nd 30 runs wi th 
more widely varying conditions for the regular cylindrical 
specimens. The results of these runs are shown in Tables 2 
through 7. 
The first three of these tables contain the data on the 
shaped tensile specimens with randomly oriented cleavage 
pla.nes. For these runs, no attempt wa.s made to control the 
plane orientation. Only the composition a.nd, indirectly, the 
crystallization rate were used as controllable variables; 
all other conditions were kept essentially constant for 
every run. The da.ta. show the complete ra.ndomness of the 
orientation of the cleavage plane with respect to the major 
a.xis of the crysta.l. Specifica.lly, for exa.mple, with one 
group of tensile crystals, values of the orientation angle e 
from 13° to 81° ha.ve occurred, a.ll a.t a.pproxima.tely the sa.me 
growth ra.te. 
With regard to this effect, theory says only that the 
perfect crystal is difficult to grow except in directions 
perpendicular to loosely-packed planes and will not occur 
easily in a direction perpendicular to closely-packed planes 
unless dislocations are present (6). There is some thought 
that anisotropy of thermal conductivity can influence crystal 
orientation by causing a tendency for directionality of heat 
Table 2. Data. on shaped tensile test specimens - 99.99% bismuth 
Sample Length Dia.meter Lowering Cryst. !Yield or CRSS 2 CRTS 2 
No. and reduced reduced rate ra.te twinning kg./mm.. kg./mm.. 
Class() section section in./min. in./min. e y o( loa.d.lb. 
in. in. 
Bi4-TS- (Strain r~te-0.02 in./min.) 
l (S) l.So 0.310 0.00560 53 8.5 y 2s.o I 0.110 I 
2 (S) 1.54 0.305 0.00583 0.0109 65 27 16 T-Y79.8a 0.261 0.122 
3 (A) 1.60 0.320 0.00582 0.00950 71 39.5 so T 43.5 0.0900 0.192 
4 (A) 1.57 0.314 0.00463 0.00666 74.2 18 41 T 22.ob 0.0496 0.0985 
S ( P) 1.57 0.00571 0.0150 85 U1 0.317 0 
6 (S) 1.56 0.315 0.00580 0.00818 81.5 58 18 T 80.0 o.oSS7 0.207 
7 ( s) 1.57 0.314 0.0150 0.0171 86 24 34 T 68.5 0 .. 0394 0.289 
8 (A) 1.56 0.317 0.0148 0.0257 81 10 39 T 30.0 0.0405 0.130 
9 (S) 1.56 0.316 0.0147 0.0300 85 34 36.5 T46.l 0.0296 0.197 
10 (A) 1.57 0.317 0.0147 0.0230 32 60 y 61.0 0.122 
ll ( P) 1.56 0.315 0.0147 0.0237 so 
12 (A) 1.58 0.314 0.0119 0.0228 42 36 y 46.0 . 0.167 
l) (A) 1.56 0.315 Oc0ll9 0.0185 28 33 28 Y-TSS.2 0.172 0.206 
14 (S) 1.57 0.310 0.00971 0.0180 80 46 24.5 TSS.S o.osso 0.195 
j. 
Table 2 (Continued). 
Sample Length Diameter Lowering Cryst. 
No. and reduced reduced rate rate 
Cla.ss () section section in./min. in./min. 
Bi4-TS-I 
in. in. 
I I 
15 (A) 1.44 I 0.317 I 0.00974 0.0200 
16 ( p) 1.57 0.315 0.0131 0.0240 
aPerhaps some twinning first. 
bPoor specimen alignment during test. 
Legend for Class: 
( S) - single crystal 
(A) - a.cceptable for test 
( P) - polycrystalline 
e l) o<, 
I I I 
149 1 22 I 
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* 
Yield or CRSS 2 CRTS 2 
twinning kg./mrn. kg./mrn. 
load. lb. 
I (Strain rate-0.02 in./rn.in.) 
I I 
y 34.2 0.139 
\.11 
...... 
Table 3. Data. on shaped tensile test specimens - 99. 999cf, bismuth 
Sample Length Diameter Lowering Cryst. Yield or CRSS 2 CRTS 2 
No. a.nd reduced reduced rate ra.te e ([ twinning kg./mm. kg./mm.. Class ( ) section section in./min. in./min. o<. loa.d.lb. 
in. in. 
Bi5-TS- (Strain rate-Ow02 in./min.) 
1 ( s) 1.56 0.312 0.00589 0.0106 59 9 . y 24.5 1 0.0979 1 
2 (A) 1.60 0.310 0.00582 0.0190 81 21 20 T 36.5 0.0489 0.109 
3 ( P) 1.55 0.310 0.00545 
4 ( P) 1.57 o. 310a. 0.00579 0.0109 
5 ( P) 1.56 0.311 0.00578 0.0100 47 
U1 
6 ( S) 1.60 0.313 0.00588 0.00856 70 31 5o T 52.0 0.130 0.233 N 
7 ( S) 1.50 0.318 0.00582 0.00856 13 51 y 81.0 0.0985 
8 (A) 1.55 0.317 0.0155 0.0211 56 18 y 81.0 0.317 
9 ( s) 1.57 0.314 0.0148 0.0277 68 45 y 52.5 0.117 
10 (A) 1.56 0.315 0.0147 0.0225 82 8 45 T 5ob 0.0613 0.?25 
11 ( S) 1.56 0.315 0.0148 0.0257 87 1 25 T 55.0 0.0259 0.190 
12 ( P) 1.56a 0.310a 0.0146 
aApproxima.te dimension. Legend for Class: 
bEstima.te - chart disfigured. (S) - single crystal 
(A) - acceptable for test 
(P) - polycrystalline 
Table 4. 
Sample 
No. and 
Class() 
Bi6-TS-
l ( s) 
2 (A) 
3 ( s) 
4 (S) 
5 ( p) 
6 ( s) 
7 (A) 
8 ( P) 
9 ( s) 
10 (A) 
ll (A) 
12 (A) 
13 ( s) 
' 
'\ 
Data on shaped tensile test specimens - 99.9999% bismuth 
Length 
reduced 
section 
in. 
l. 55 
1.55 
1.40 
1.56 
L54 
1.59 
1.53 
1.51 
1.52 
1.52 
1.52 
l. 56 
1.53 
Diameter Lowering Cryst. 
reduced rate rate 
section in./min. in./min. () 
in. 
0.318 0.0148 0.0237 31 
0.319 0.0149 0.0200 70 
0.319 0.0149 0.0237 67 
'( 
3 
3 
32 
0.315 0.00580 0.00796 35.5 42 
0.317 0.00580 78.5 
0.320 0.00589 0.0100 45 
0.318 0.00597 0.00833 38 
0.317 0.0146 45.5 
0.317 0.00589 0.00963 68.5 
0.318 0.0147 0.0225 65.5 
0.315 0.0148 0.0250 64.5 
0.317 0.0143 0.0257 55.8 
0.319 0.0145 0.0234 34 
26 
2 
7 
35.5 
2 
46 
56 
!Yield or CRSS 2 CRTS 2 
twinning kg./rnm. kg./mm. 
o( load. lb. 
(Strain rate-0.02 in./min.) 
I I 
y 48.1 0.187 
47 T 90.5 0.27~ 0.395 
y 69.0 0.184 
13 
y 43.6 0.138 
y 37.8 0.148 
y 66.5a 0.284 
y 62.0a 0.187 
T 108.oa 0.293 
y 64.0 0.223 
0.209 
(special test) 
(special test) 
tn 
lP 
Table 4 (Continued). 
Sample Length 
No. and reduced 
Class () section 
in. 
Bi6-TS-
4 
15 (S) 1.50 
Dia.meter 
reduced 
section 
in. 
0.315 
Lowering 
rate 
in./min. 
44 
0.00592 
aStrain rate - 0.10 in./min. 
Legend ror Class: 
(S) - single crystal 
(A) - acceptable for test 
(P) - polycrystalline 
Cryst. 
rate 
in./min. (9 y o( 
0.0231 73.5 51 27 
0.00984 30 50.5 
Yield or CRSS CRTS 2 
twinning kg./mm? kg./mm. 
load. lb. 
(Strain rate-0.02 in./min.) 
4 3 
y 82.0 0.203 
>!. 
U1 
,j::>. 
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removal from crystals during formation (18). According to this 
reasoning, there should be an even greater tendency toward 
large values of (9 a.t fast lowering rates than at slow 
l m...,r e ring r a t e s . 
Since composition and growth rate were the significant 
variables in the crystallization runs for these tensile 
specimens, the tabulated data show the relative importance of 
these variables with respect to the probability of successful 
growth of a single crystal. For the 4-9's, 5-9's and 6-9's 
bismuth, the percent of the runs resulting in single crystals 
were 37.5%, 41.7%, and 53.3% respectively; the percent of the 
runs resulting in samples acceptable for testing were 81.3%, 
67.7% and 86.7% respectively. Of the 19 single crystal 
tensile specimens grown, ten were from runs at low rates of 
crystallization and nine were from runs at the higher crystal-
lization rates. Over-all, 41.2% of the acceptable specimens 
were grown at low rates, the remaining 58.8% at fast rates. 
Therefore, over the established, relatively wide range of 
operating conditions, material purity has a definite effect on 
the ease with which a single crystal is produced. 
Tables 2 to 4 also show the relative strength properties 
of the shaped single crystal test specimens. One of the 
earliest effects noticed during the tensile testing of these 
specimens was the obvious difference in behavior of the 
crystals during the tests dependent upon the orientation of 
the crystal lattice relative to the direction of loading. 
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Figures 14 through 16 .show typica.l exa.Jilples of stress-stra.in 
dia.gra.ms which resulted from the tests: They illustra.te the 
cha.nge from deforma.tion by slip for crysta.ls with sma.ll va.lues 
of CJ to deforma.tion by twinning for crysta.ls with la.rge (7, 
where (3 is a.ctua.lly the angle between the norma.l to the 
true cleavage plane and the major axis of the single crystal 
grown. The transition from slip to twinning as the predomi-
na.nt deforma.tion mecha.nism ha.s been estima.ted from this 
experimenta.l da.ta. a.s being approximately Where . (} equa.ls 70°. 
Georgieff a.nd Schmid ( 13) define the ( 111) plane a.s the 
importa.nt slip surfa.ce for bismuth single crysta.ls. This 
surface is said to act as the cleavage plane of the nonduc-
tile, la.rge (9 crysta.ls a.nd a.t lower temperatures to become 
the clea.va.ge surface of the ductile, low <3 crysta.ls. The 
specific (111) plane meant here is the "well-defined" or 
pseudo-octahedral plane which is described using the funds.-
mental rhombohedron; it should be distinguished from 
the three, less well-defined pla.nes which a.re equi va.lent to 
ea.ch other a.nd which are ea.ch a.t a.n angle of 71°37. 5' from 
the (111) cleavage and/or slip plane. 
In this study, the (111) plane was determined for each 
sa.mple by clea.ving a.n undisturbed section of the sa.mple after 
a.ll testing ha.d been completed. The section was first cooled 
in liquid nitrogen and then ~truck a sharp blow with a sharp 
tool. The cha.ra.cteristic l]::a.GJ slip direction wa.s then 
determined by means of a Laue x-ray photograph taken 
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perpendicular to the cleaved (111) surface. 
As previously mentioned, the change from ductile to 
brittle behavior as a function of the angle e apparently 
takes place a.t a. va.lue of (3 equal to approxima.tely 70() 
based on the experimental data. Georgieff and Schmid. (13) 
have said that if the angle between the slip plane and the 
direction of loading of the sample is greater tha.n 55°42' the 
crystal is "non-ductile"; crystals with this a.ngle less tha.n 
55°42' behave in a ductile manner. It is believed that these 
investigators considered one of the less well-defined (111) 
planes in their analysis; for if the 71°37.5' angle between 
these planes and the (111) cleavage and slip surface is 
taken into consideration, the c~lculated, equivalent value of 
c:J, a.s defined here, is 74°4.5' which is close to the 
estima.ted va.lue of 70°. 
The critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) was calculated 
.. 
for ea.ch specimen by first using the a.ngle CJ to resolve the 
force on to the (111) plane and to correct the area factor 
from the cross-sectional area to that of the actual slip or 
shea.r plane in the sample. Then the angle '( between the slip 
direction a.nd the major a.xis of the slip plane wa.s used to 
resolve the fore e in the ( 111) plane to the [110] direction. 
The resulting equation for the critical resolved shear stress was 
CRSS = F A sin (:) 
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cos i cos (9 
which is equivalent to the relationship 
CRSS = F 
A 
cos C7 
cos " 
mentioned earlier. Although values of this quantity were 
calculated and are listed for all specimens, the significant 
va.lues a.re those for samples which deformed first by slip and 
for which the familiar yield point could be defined on a 
stress-strain diagram. Average values of the critical 
resolved shear stress for samples of this type at a strain 
rate of 0.02 in./min. a.re: for the 4-9's bismuth, 0.135 
2 kg./mm. ; 5 5 I 2, 6 -9' s bismuth, 0.10 kg. mm. , a.nd for the -9' s 
2 bismuth, 0.181 kg./mm. These compa.re with the a.ccepted 
2 
value of 0.221 kg./mm. for approximately 3-9's bismuth. 
A closer exa.mina.tion of the resolved stress values 
reveals that, for each purity tested, as the rate of crystal-
lization was increased there was an increase in the critical 
resolved shear stress. This increase can most probably be 
explainad by an increase in the dislocation concentration or 
an increase in the number of va.ca.ncies "quenched" into the 
crystal at the higher growth rates. 
For the specimens tested which deformed first by twinning, 
a form of critica.l resolved twinning stress was ca.lculated. 
The twinning components for bismuth a.re the ( 110) plane a.nd 
the ~o.i] direction in tha.t pla.ne (16). The actua.l pla.ne 
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involved in the twinning action was readily visible on the 
sa.mple surfa.ce as wa.s the forma.tion of the twin ba.nds during 
the test. In order to define the resolved twinning stress, 
the force was resolved onto the plane defined by the twin band 
a.nd the a.rea. corrected to the.t of the twinning plane. The 
direction of twinning was assumed to be along the m~jor axis 
of the twinning pla.ne. Therefore, if o<. is defined e.s the 
e.ngle between the twinning ple.ne e.nd the direction of loa.d 
application, the critical resolved twinning stress becomes ~ 
CRTS = E 
A 
cos co<. sin d..... 
The average values of this quantity at a strain rate of 
0.02 ln./min. a.re: for the 4-9·' s bismuth, 0.202 kg./mm~; 
for the 5-9's bismuth, 0.189 kg./mm~; a.nd for the 6-9's 
2 
. bismuth, 0.294 kg./mm. 
From Tables 2 to 4 it can be seen that these values are 
not a.s influenced by composition a.s a.re the resolved shea.r 
stresses, for there is more overlapping of the individual 
experimental values between the several grades of bismuth used. 
Tables 5 to 7 include data on the high and low temperature 
resistivities of the cylindrical specimens and the resistance 
or resistivity ratios for these products of crystallization 
runs with the three grades of bismuth. In analyzing the data, 
the.t for the single crysta.ls is emphasized, e.nd the eft:ect of 
crystal lattice orientation on the ~esistivity is not 
considered. However, it can be seen that in the usual case, 
.. 
Table 5. Data on cylindrical specimens - 99.99% bismuth 
Sample Heat Lowering Cryst. Resistivitieg Q.300j Description 
No. sink rate rate <3 ohm-em. x 10 Q..4. 2 of product 
in./min. in./min 300°K. 4.2°K. 
.Bi-4-l Graphite 0.0155 a 90 121 6.81 17.8 Single 
Bi-4-2 Graphite 0.00550 0.00690 Bi-crystal 
Bi-4-3 Graphite 0.00561 0.00980 30.5 131 4.84 27.1 Single 
Bi-4-4 8" Cu 0.179 4-5 crystals 
Bi-4-5 3-l/8" Cu 0.178 0.193 85 149 5.20 28.7 Single 
Bi-4-6 8" Cu 0.177 0.138 123 6.91 17.8 2-3 crystals 0' 
.\.N 
Bi-4-7 8" Cu 0.0845 0.0967 43.5 134 6.41 20.9 Single 
Bi-4-8 8" Cu 0.0263 0.0257 43 147 7.57 19.4 Bi-crystal 
Bi-4-9 8" Cu 0.00581 0.00645 55 138 4-99 27.7 Single 
Bi-4-10 Graphite 0.0142 0.0168 19.5 149 5.60 26.6 Bi-crystal 
Bi-4-ll Graphite 0.00594 0.00807 16.2 154 6.81 22.6 Single 
Average of single crystals: 138 5.85 24.0 
aSample thermocouple shorted out. 
Ta.ble 6. Data on cylindrical specimens 99.999% bismuth 
Sample Hea.t Lowering Cryst. Resistivitieg ~300{ Description No. sink ra.te rate B ohm-em. x 10 ot: product in./min. in./min. 300°K. 4.2°K. 4.2 
Bi-5-C 46 148 0.742 200 As cast -
single 
Bi-5-1 Graphite 0.0155 0.0264 67.4 123 0.605 203 Single 
Bi-5-2 Graphite 0.00561 0.00982 78 118 0.480 246 Single 
Bi-5-3 3-1/8" Cu 0.177 0.171 37-5 122 0.747 164 Single 
Bi-5-4 8" Cu 0.129 0.107 74 131 0.752 174 2-3 crystals 0' 
~ 
Bi-5-5 (Suspension chain broken) 
Bi-5-6 8" Cu 0.0562 0.0528 78 124 0.792 156 Single + 
t:leck near top 
Bi-5-7 8" Cu 0.0098 0.0107 142 0.802 177 Polycrystal 
Bi-5-8 8" Cu 0.0272 0.0264 90 122 1.04 1:17 Single + 
t:leck near top 
Bi-5-9 8" Cu 0.00581 0.00623 89 124 0.420 295 Single 
Bi-5-10 Graphite 0.0143 0.0161 42.5 141 0.716 197 Bi-crystal 
Bi-5-11 Graphite 0.00592 0.00817 75 126 0.38 332 Single 
Average of single crystals: 123 0.638 216 
Table 7. Data on cylindrical specimens - 99.9999% bismuth 
Sample Heat Lowering Cryst. Resistivitieg ~300{ Description 
No. sink rate rate (3 ohm-em. x 10 4.2 of product 
in./min. in./min. 300°Ki 4.2§K 
Bi-6-l Graphite 0.0149 0.0172 74.5 127 0.580 219 Single 
Bi-6-2 Graphite 0.00580 0.00674 64.8 131 0.494 265 Single 
Bi-6-3 Graphite 0.0149 0.0188 42.7 141 0.807 175 Single + 
flecks and 0' 
striations Ul 
Bi-6-4 Graphite 0.0149 0.0193 134 1.00 134 Polycrystal 
Bi-6-5 3-l/8" Cu 0.172 0.193 86.5 152 0.338 450 Single above 
conica.l tip 
Bi-6-6 8" Cu 0.172 0.153 87.5 127 0.383 332 Single + 
flecks in tip 
Bi-6-7 Graphite 0.00577 0.00798 58.5 142 0.510 278 Single + 
flecks 
Bi-6-8 Graphite 0.0138 0.0168 89.5 130 0.353 365 Single + 
flecks 
-
Average of single crystals: 136 0.495 298 
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even for the products describe~ as polycrystalline, the 
resistivity data are not radically influenced by the presence 
of grain boundaries to the extent that they exist here. Also, 
the use of resistivity. ratios .minimizes geometric effects. 
The usual crystallization procedures were followed for 
these groups of specimens, but an effort was made to increase 
the range of crystallization rates. Through the use of copper 
heat sinks and a rapid lowering rate in some runs, heat was 
extracted from the specimen tip more quickly than in the usual 
crystallization runs. Specifically, average crystallization 
ra.tes a.s high a.s 0.193 in./min. were rea.lized a.long a.pproxi-
mately three inches of the 1/2 in. diameter cylindrical 
specimens. These ra.tes a.re compa.red to the ra.tes on the order 
of 0.0065 to 0.025 in./min. used norma.lly for these specimens. 
The important va.ria.ble with these samples aga.in wa.s sa.mple 
purity. The resistivity and resistivity ratio data follow 
Matthiessen's rule fairly well in this regard. The high 
tempera.ture resistivity is little a.ffected by the ra.nge of 
composition a.nd crystallization conditions described in 
Ta.bles 5 to 7; but the low tempera.ture resistivity a.nd, of 
course, the resistivity ratio are mainly influenced by purity 
and only slightly influenced by the rate of crystallization. 
The data of Table 8 briefly illustrate the effect of more 
extreme differences of physical perfection on apecimens of a 
given purity. In the first two sa.mples, e. cha.nge in gre.in size 
and perhaps a decrease in internal stresses caused no 
.t 
... 
Table 8. Data on miscellaneous specimens - 99.9999% bismuth 
Resistances Resistivities 6 <{_300/ 
Sample description and treatment ohm x 106 ohm-em. x 10 ~4.2 
0 4 0 300°K. 4.2°K. 300 K. .2 K. 
l. As received from vendor, fine-grained 318 10.6 30.0 
2. As received from vendor, annealed 6 hours 
at 244°C., then 6 hours at 264°C. 
Larger grain size than when received 332 5.1 65.0 
3. As received from vendor, melted in Pyrex 
test tube and cast in graphite crucible 262 l. 77 132 0.893 148 
4- Single crystal No. Bi-6-l, shock-loaded 258 2.24 130 1.13 115 0" 
-..] 
5. Shaped tensile test specimen Bi6-TS-l2 
(a) Single crystal, as crystallized 600 2.61 120 0.523 229 
(b) 0.15 in. strain at 0.02 in./min. 665 26.75 133 5.36 24.8 
(c) 0.35 in. additional strain 
(0.50 in. total) at 0.02 in./min. 763 71.5 153 14.3 10.8 
6. Shaped tensile test specimen Bi6-TS-l3 
(a) Single crystal, as crystallized 680 3.40 138 0.69 200 
(b) 0.15 in. strain at 0.10 in./min. 690 27.85 140 5.65 24.8 
(c) 0.35 in. additional strain 
(0.50 in. total) at 0.10 in./min. 813 74.0 165 15.0 ll. 0 
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signi.fioa.nt ohe.nge in the high-tempera.ture resista.nce but 
deoree.sed the low-tempera.ture resista.noe by a . .factor of two, 
thereby increasing the resistivity ratio. Resistances were 
used here directly beca.use of the irregula.r sample sha.pe. 
From combined data of Tables 7 and 8, it can be seen that 
a cast slug, a single crystal, and a shock-loaded single 
crysts.l, a.ll of the sa.me ma.teria.l, ha.ve essentis.lly the sa.me 
high-tempera.ture resistivity. However, the low-tempera.ture 
resistivity is lowest .for the single crysta.l a.nd highest .for 
the shock-loaded crystal; the resistivity ratio undergoes the 
corresponding inverse changes in magnitude. The data on 
specimens Bi6-TS-12 and Bi6-TS-13 in Table 8 show a similar 
rele.ti ve sensi ti vi ty of the low-tempera.ture resistivity for 
specimens deformed in tension at two di.ffe~ent strain rates. 
The la.tter cryste.ls were both ductile with C9 less tha.n 70°. 
Some impurity tests were ma.de wherein sma.ll e.mounts of 
lead or tin w~re added to either 5-9's or 6-9's bismuth, and 
samples were ca.st in the sa.me size a.nd sha.pe a.s the regular 
cylindrica.l sa.mples using clea.n, graphite molds. A qua.li ta.-
tive spectrographic analysis of typical cast alloys revealed 
good distribution of the a.dded element throughout the 
castings. Specifically, 0.25%, 0.50% and 0.75% of each 
element were a.dded to sepa.re.te samples a.nd low- and high-
temperature resista.nce mea.surements were run. 
Pertinent da.ta. from the tests described a.re shown in 
Table 9 and illustrate the relative effects of added elements 
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Ta.ble 9. Effects of alloying on resistivity ra.tios 
Sample No. 
Be.se mete.l 
Bi5-IT-2c 
Bi.5-IT-5c 
Bi5-IT-6c 
Bi5-IT-9c 
Bi5-IT-10c 
Bi5-IT-12c 
Bi5-IT-14c 
Impurity 
added 
Percent 
impurity 
(by weight) 
99.999~ bismuth: 
4-9's Bi 50 
4-9's Pb 0.50 
4-9's Pb 0.25 
4-9's Pb 0.75 
4-9's Sn 0.50 
4-9's Sn 0.25 
4-9's Sn 0.75 
Base metal 99.9999~ bismuth: 
Bi6-IT-lc 
Bi6-IT-2c 
Bi6-IT-3c 
4-9's Sn 
4-9's Sn 
4-9's Sn 
0.25 
0.50 
0.75 
Resistivities6 
ohms em. x 10 
300°K. 4.2°K. 
138 
192 
172 
227 
361 
283 
431 
320 
398 
417 
3.96 
32.9 
25.0 
42.4 
27.2 
38.3 
43.9 
B. 
8. 
8. 
34.8 
10.9 
11.3 
10.2 
11.8 
10.4 
9.5 
8Low-temperature resiste.nces inconsistent with 1ea.d 
as added element. 
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on the resistivities and the resistivity ratio. It will be 
noted that no success was realized in measuring resistances at 
4. 2°K. for bismuth-lea.d a.lloys, presuma.bly bece.use of the 
superconductivity effects demonstrated by lead at these low 
temperatures. Where mee.surements were possible, it bece.me 
quite obvious that in this range of concentrations both low-
e.nd high-tempere.ture resistivities were effected by the e.dded 
element. The incree.se in the low-tempere.ture resistivity is 
rele.tively greeter the.n ths.t of the high-tempers.ture 
resistivity, so that the net result is a decrease in resis-
tivity re.tio with e.n incres.se in the e.mount of a.dded element. 
i 
The a.ttempts to grow single crysta.ls with · e. controlled 
la.ttice orienta.tion did not meet with immedie.te success. A 
problem of maintaining contact between clean surfaces of the 
single crystal seed and the cast slug was readily solved so 
that the crystallographic orientation of the seed was 
maintained as crystallization proceeded. However, because of 
the ba.sic ns.ture of bismuth, which ha.s a low recrysta.lliza.tion 
temperature, any significa.nt hs.ndling of the seed resulted in 
the formation of extra crystals within the seed during heating 
and frequently changed the orientation of the product. Also, 
some difficulty was met initially by the inability to maintain 
s. slow ra.te of crysts.lliza.tion s.nd still reta.in a. sufficiently 
low seed tip temperature. 
The problem of recrystallization was minimized by taking 
extreme care in handling the seed and by cutting the seeds 
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using a spark cutting procedure. The rate of heat loss from 
the sample wa.s decreased by constructing the seed holder 
section of the heat sink from stainless steel instead of 
graphite. The lower thermal conductivity of the steel 
permitted better control of the temperature gradient across 
the seed and, therefore, better control of the rate of 
crysta.lli za.tion. 
Table 10 conta.ins da.ta. on representa.tive samples from the 
two extreme cases within this group: crystals with the (111 ) 
cleavage plane either perpendicular to or parallel to the 
growth axis of the crystal. The successful growth of these 
samples a.lso provided a.n opportunity for studying the tensile 
behavior of such crystals. Critical resolved shear stresses 
a.re ta.bula.ted for a.ll sa.mples. However, although here again 
some glide ma.y precede the twinning a.ction in the samples with 
large r3, the cri tica.l resolved twinning stresses a.re felt to 
be most meaningful. 
Simila.rly, for the samples with sma.ll CJ wherein the 
(111) cleavage planes are essentially perpendicular to the 
growth axis, the resolved load is approaching zero and a 
critical normal stress is more significant for correlation 
purposes. This value is defined by the equation: 
CNS = F A 
where ¢ is the angle between the ( 111) plane a.nd the growth 
a.xi s. 
Table 10. 
Sample No. 
Bi5-0TS-21 
Bi5-0TS-22 
Bi5-0TS-23 
Bi5-0TS-24 
Bi5-0TS-26 
Bi5-0TS-28 
Single crysta.l tensile test specimens with controlled orientation 
of' growth axis 
Cryst. Yield or CRSS 2 CRTS 2 CNS 2 
ra.te fj o< ¢ twinning kg./mm. kg./mm. kg./mm. in./min. loa.d.lb. 
(Strain rate - 0.02 in./min.) 
0.00677 86 37 T 70.5 0.0430 0.302 
I . 
0.00968 88 39 T 56.8 0.0177 0.248 
0.00578 84 39 T 26.2 0.0243 0.114 
0.00434 5 50 85 y 68.2 0.0529 0.602 
0.00630 1 53 89 y 73.0 0.0113 0.648 
0.00585 1 57 89 Yl07 0.0166 0.952 
' 
-.J 
N 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Growth and Properties of Bismuth Single Crystals 
Growth of single crystals 
1. It is possible to grow single crystals of bismuth in the 
shape of tensile test specimens consistently by using the 
Bridgman procedure and a soft mold technique. The shaped 
crystals grown had a test section approximately 5/16 i.n . 
in diameter and a gage length of l-l/2 in. with an over -· 
all length of approximately 3-l/2 in. 
2. Shaped single crystals of bismuth can be grown over a 
range of operating conditions. Average crystallization 
ra.tes estimated at from 0.00666 to 0.030 in./min. along 
the test section were used with success in this study . In 
tests with regular, cylindrical specimens of approximately 
l / 2 in. diameter, average crystallizAtion rates as high 
as 0.193 in. / min. were found to be satisfactory . 
J. Within the ranges of operating condi~ions used, mat e rial 
purity has a definite and perhaps dominant influence on 
the probability of success in growing a single crystal. 
4. The rate of crystallization of the crystals grown has no 
apparent effect on the orientation of the crystal lattice 
with respect to the direction of growth. 
5. Shaped bismuth single crystals with predetermined lattice 
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orientations can be grown using a single crystal seed an~ 
the Bridgman technique. Crystals have been grown with the 
(lll) cleavage planes oriented either perpendicular to or 
parallel to the direction of growth. 
Properties of single crysta.ls 
Mechanical properties 
1. Bismuth single crysta.ls with the angle (!3 between the 
normal to the (111) cleavage plane and the direction of 
tensile loading less tha.n a.pproxima.tely 70° exhibit 
ductile behavior in a tensile test and apparently deform 
by the slip mechanism. Crystals with 6 greater than 
70° are brittle and apparently deform predominantly by 
the twinning mechanism. 
2. The critical resolved shear stress of the single crystals 
grown is mainly a. function of the ma.teria.l composition. 
At a. stra.in ra.te of 0. 02 in. /min., the average values of 
this variable for the grades of bismuth used are: for 
the nomina.l 4-9's bismuth, 0.135 kg./mm~; for the 5-9' s 
bismuth, 0.105 kg./mm~; for the 6-9's bismuth, 
0.181 kg. /mm~' 
3. For each of the three grades of bismuth used, an increase 
in the rate of crystallization causes an increase in the 
critical resolved shear stress of the resultant crystals . 
:.. 
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4. Although bismuth is known to experience recovery at room 
tempere.ture, e.n incree.se in stre.in re.te does ce.use e.n 
increase in the critical resolved shear stress. 
5. A critice.l resolved twinning stress ce.n be ce.lcule.ted for 
those crystals in which the first significant permanent 
deforme.tion is by twinning. This quantity is numerically 
larger than the critical resolved shear stress and is not 
e.s sensitive to composition as is the le.tter varie.ble. 
At e. stre.in rate of 0.02 in./min. the average ve.lues of 
this variable for the grades of bismuth used are: for the 
4-9's bismuth, 0.202 kg./mm~; for the 5-9's bismuth, 
0.189 kg./mm~; e.nd for the 6-9's bismuth, 0.294 kg./mm~ 
Electrical properties 
1. Resistivity ratios ( ~300°K./~4.2°K.) for the bismuth 
single crystals grown and tested vary as a function of 
crystal purity with the ratios of resistivities between 
300°K. and 4.2°K. for the 4-9's bismuth crystals averaging 
24.4, those for the 5-9's averaging 191 and those for the 
6-9's averaging 298. 
2 . For the range of compositions from 99.99fo bismuth to 
99.9999fo bismuth inclusive, no significant variation 
exists in the 300°K. resistivities of similar single 
crystals. However, the resistivities at 4.2°K. decrease 
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with increasing purity to yield the significant change in 
the resista.nc e or resi sti vi ty ra.tios ( Q.. 300°K. / ~ 4. 2°K.) 
with the cha.nge in composition. 
3. For a given crystal purity, no apparent correlation exists 
between the resistivity ratio and the orientation angle, 
&, for the crystal. 
4. For a given crystal purity, there is a slight increase in 
resistivity ratio with a decrease in the rate of 
crystallization. 
5. The resistivity ratio for a fine~grained polycrystalline 
sa.mple ca.n be increa.sed by a.nnea.ling to ca.use grain 
growth in the sample. The increa.se in resistivity ra.tio 
is caused by a decrease in the resistance at 4.2°K.; 
the 300°K. resistance remains substantially constant. 
6. As a.n "impurity" element is a.dded to bismuth, within the 
composition limits of the solid solubility of tha.t element 
in bismuth, the resistivities at both 300°K. and 4.2°K. 
increa.se. The low-tempera.ture va.lue increa.ses more 
rapidly relative to the 300°K. value, thus causing a 
significant decrease in the resistance or resistivity 
ra.tio. 
7. As stress is introduced into a bismuth single crystal, the 
resistivity at both 300°K. and 4.2°K. increases. The low 
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temperature value increases more rapidly relative to the 
300°K. value, thus causing a decrease in the resistance 
or resistivity ratio. 
B. For a single crystal experiencing deformation in tension, 
the resistivity re.tio is influenced by the e.mount of 
strain but is little affected by the rate of straining. 
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APPENDIX 
Nomencls.ture 
cross sectiona.l a.rea. of sa.mple, 
2 
critica.l norma.l stress, kg./mm. 
2 
nun. 
cri tica.l resolved shea.r stress, kg./nun~ 
critica.l resolved twinning stress, kg./nun~ 
load in tension, lb. 
in qualitative spectrographic analysis, faint trace 
quantities of an element 
resista.nce, ohm 
identification for tension loa.d a.t yield point when 
twinning is predominant; or, in qualitative 
spectrographic analysis, trace quantities of an element 
identifica.tion for tension loa.d a.t yield point when 
slip is predominant 
Greek symbols 
angle between twinning pla.ne a.nd direction of loa.d 
application, degrees 
angle between direction of slip and the major axis of 
the elliptical (111) primary cleavage plane, degrees 
a.ngle between the norma.l to the ( 111) primary 
cleavage plane and the direction of load apRlication, 
or angle between the sa.mple a.xis a.nd the "c 1 a.xis of 
the rhombohedral crystal, degrees 
angle between direction of slip and direction of load 
application, degrees 
resistivity, ohm em. 
a.ngle between ( 111) prima.ry clea.va.ge plane a.nd 
direction of load application, degrees 
